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Diary 
2010 
Feb 
7 N.C.P.F.; Annual Clubs Championship at Washington 
23 R.P.S.;  “Changing Perspective” by Kathryn Scorah at Lockhart 

Room, Moothall, Hexham, NE46 3NH at 7.45pm 
25 R.P.S.;  “Changing Perspective” by Kathryn Scorah at St.Oswald’s 

C.C., Glanwin Road, Grindon, Sunderland at 7.30pm 
25 N.C.P.F.; South Tyne Area Prints at Gateshead CC 
26 R.P.S.;  “Changing Perspective” by Kathryn Scorah at Whickham    

Community Centre, Front Street, Whickham, NE16 4SL at 7.30pm 
Mar 
21 N.C.P.F.; A.G.M. also closing date for entries for the Annual      

Competitions 
26-28 R.P.S.;  Dales Weekend at Rendezvous Hotel, Skipton, BD23 2TA.  

Lecturers:-  Dr. Guy J. Brown FRPS,  Iain McGowan FRPS  and     
Ron Henry ARPS 

Apr 
9-11 N.C.P.F.; Annual Competitions Judging 
18 R.P.S.;  “Distinctions Workshop” with Rikki O’Neil FRPS, Sandy 

Cleland FRPS and Leo Palmer FRPS at Backworth Hall, Backworth, 
Nr.Newcastle, NE27 0AH.  Cost—Participants £15  Observers £10  
Lunch Buffet £5.  Booking essential. 

(Continued on Inside Back Cover) 
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W ell hello again.  It doesn’t seem like five minutes ago since I was     
writing the last President’s Piece, doesn’t time fly by when you are    

enjoying yourself,  I think that is the terminology used?  But seriously I      
have been enjoying myself as President.  By the time you get to read this 
Christmas and New Year have come and gone so a belated Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year to you all.  There is so much build up to this time of    
the year and after it all has passed there is a big sigh that seems to say     
“phew, its all over and done with”.  It can be stressful, I can see it in Joan, 
that’s my wife, as she is preparing everything and shopping for all sorts.  I can 
only sit back and admire her (from a distance as I still have to watch out for 
that right hook if I say something out of turn). 

I do hope that you all have had a great time and that there have been 
some memorable and enjoyable moments in it all.  I do hope you have had 
plenty to eat as usual?  Too much do I hear you say?  Not like me for I        
have tended to my needs whilst keeping my great figure, I think not.  There 
will be some goodies out there who will have kept within their targets, what 
must it be like to be good?  If you have – well done.  In saying all of that I     
do hope that everything went well and according to plans for you all and your 
families. 

This year Joan, that’s my wife remember, and I went off to Scotland for 
Christmas, Loch Fyne, and what a great time we had.  The place was very    
picturesque with all the snow that they had prior to us going.  It was truly a  
picture post card scene in many places around and it was all worth while.  
Mind you, I do not know whether or not I have some good shots, I might let 
you see them some time as I don’t want you lot jealous. 

Well folks, my time as President is almost at an end.  Don’t cry for me 
just yet (sounds like a tune but can’t think of it).  Two years have gone over 
very quickly, not soon enough I hear some say, but as you start out you      
think the opposite, two years is quite a stint.  As I have said before it soon   
goes over because of the all the invitations you get to all the Clubs and         
Societies which have turned out just great.  I often wondered at the other   
Presidents and how they must have thought or, indeed, were thinking?  Even 
how they felt?  but it soon hit me as it was my turn and all I could think was 
“HELP”.  I can truly say that as time progressed it all fell into place as time  
and again the reception and warmth received from people was just             
overwhelming;  I hope that I have given back as much as you have given me 
over these two years.  March will come and go, the AGM will pass, but all I 
can say is thank you for your generosity, kindness, hospitality and welcome 
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when ever I have come to the Club or Society.  There have been some     
memorable times which I will forever treasure.  There have been some comical 
situations which will live with me.  The greatest of all will be the new friends   
I have made and they will never be forgotten.  Thank you for being there for 
me in my Presidency.  Thanks to Gateshead Camera Club for their support  
during that time and to the NCPF Executive Committee for a job well done in 
keeping behind me in all of the various matters we have had to deal with. 
Thanks to Richard Speirs for being supportive and encouraging over that time 
and I can truly say he will be a fine and outstanding  President for 2010 – 2012 
and will do justice to this prestigious position.  Thanks too to so many           
individuals for their support,  too many to name,  but thanks. 

Anyway, a new tack.  Joan, that’s my wife again, would just like to add 
her two penny worth.  She would like to add her thanks for the reception and 
welcome she has received at the events and socials she has been invited to,       
I wouldn’t leave her out without a good excuse.  She knows all my excuses 
anyway so it is far easier to bring her along.  I couldn’t leave her at home could 
I?  “Oh yes you could” I hear some say,  but “Oh no I couldn’t” as I would be 
in a lot of bother.  It is alright for some of you men out there who are brave 
when out of the reach of the wives but as it is often said “when the going gets 
tough the tough run like mad”.  We all know what is good for us?  Still, we 
both have enjoyed ourselves and we genuinely thank you all.  It just goes to 
show how good Clubs and Societies are when none photographic minded    
people look forward to coming to a social event in photographic circles.  I 
think it is outstanding. 

Well everyone, the AGM fast approaches when at a certain time during 
the proceedings I will become a “PAST PRESIDENT”,  so I hope to see many 
of you there just to jeer,  sorry cheer,  me on or even to say good riddance. 
Sticks and stones is the saying that comes to mind.  It will be rather sad in a  
way but thanks again for everything and I hope to continue to serve the Clubs 
and Societies of the NCPF in any way I can 

Still, before that time comes I hope to see as many of you as I can at the 
2010 Spectacular in January and at the NCPF Club Championships at      
Washington,  Tyne and Wear that is, not DC,  where we can see some great 
work and have some fun. 

This being my last ramblings I hope 2010 will be something of a special 
year for you all as individuals and as Clubs and Societies. 

Take care. 

John Smith 
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DAVID AND HILARY SHAW (BOTH DPAGB ARPS) 

D avid and Hilary Shaw are enthusiastic members of the Sunderland      
Photographic Association where they enjoy the hobby they share.  A 

hobby which has grown since they retired, although photography has been part 
of their lives almost as long as they can remember.  

David’s father had a small German folding camera, a Foth Derby, at the 
beginning of WW2 which he used when he could get film.  David was         
fascinated, and at a very early age became involved in the processing and    
production of the images.  This was the beginning of an interest in the taking 
and making of pictures, as well the collecting of cameras themselves.  

The wonder in the darkroom of the developing image is something quite 
special, moments lost in this new digital age, as is the smell of the chemicals. 
Rather like the thrill of seeing a roaring belching steam locomotive thundering 
through a station rattling the platform, compared to the clean lean engines of 
today as they glide gracefully through. 

The first camera club he joined was on Teesside in the 1950’s.  Ray 
Wallace Thompson a photographer who gained great acclaim over the years 
nationally and internationally especially in America, was also a member.  They 
were destined to meet again some 50 years later at the Teesside Digital Group! 

It was at this time that David and Hilary met and her first brush with 
photography was as equipment carrier and dark room assistant.  Love is a  
wonderful thing!  

For David this club experience was short lived as National Service 
reared its head. 

 After marriage, starting a family and a developing career in the        
Midlands, David and Hilary moved to Sunderland in the early 1960’s.         
Photography again bubbled to the surface, and David joined the Sunderland 
PA.  These were the days when a ‘beginner’ strove to produce 20”x16” black 
and white prints, flush mounted of course. 

Target shooting had also been a consuming passion for many years     
and soon it had to be a choice, there are only so many hours in a day, and      
the target shooting won.  He always kept in touch with the SPA, but did not  
become an active member again until the 1980’s.  This time the bug had well 
and truly  bitten.  
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David and Hilary’s working lives brought them both into contact with 
building and buildings, and taking photographs for promotional and record  
purposes was part of the job.  It was however in this context a mechanical  
process with little need to consider the finer points of composition and artistic 
content.  Perhaps that is why Hilary produced a panel of rainwater pipes       
following a trip to Ireland last year (Down and Out in Dingle).  She enjoys 
making images that ‘tell a story’, and finds patterns and graphic design         
attractive.  

David has always been interested in natural history.  When their children 
were young he decided to try his hand at raising moon moths.  The tiny pin 
head sized eggs duly arrived, hatching out into small brown caterpillars.  One 
problem was the supply of food.  They would only eat young oak leaves. 
Hilary was dispatched to hunt for suitable trees with a child in a push chair. 
The reason for the child was that many of the branches were too high to reach, 
but a suitably instructed child held aloft was usually successful.  The creatures 
grew at an alarming rate turning from brown to bright green and reaching a full 
2” – 3” in length before pupating.  The resulting moths were spectacular, as 
were the photographs.  David was using a Hassalblad with bellows at the time. 

During family holidays Hilary was more likely to take a sketch book 
than a camera, although she did take the ‘family’ shots, especially of the     
children.  When David rejoined the SPA she went along to social events but it 
wasn’t until the 1990’s that she joined as a participating member.  It was quite 
a revelation to find that the ‘snaps’ she had been taking could be legitimised  
by calling them ‘grab shots’.  

The first thing David did when he retired was to fit out a Darkroom,  
purchasing a Durst Colour enlarger, and grappled with its complexities.  They 
even attended a course at the Durst headquarters in the UK to learn how to use 
it.  Hilary was beginning to produce some work of her own.  Little did they   
realise how quickly the digital revolution would gain momentum.  A whole 
new world with a computer each opened up a world with boundless             
possibilities.  Gone were the days of ‘fights’ for time in the darkroom. 

They are both enthusiastic print makers, Hilary enjoys the challenge of 
competitions, David sees them as a necessary evil making him produce work!  
He is still interested in natural history, particularly recently enjoying the bird 
photography which has been possible in Costa Rica and Iceland. 

People pictures are a challenge, especially the more informal ‘street’ 
type of image.  Perhaps that is why they have enjoyed the Goth Weekends in 
Whitby where people want to be photographed, but it is an area that does not 
come naturally! 
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They have both entered national and international competitions with  
success, although this has slipped a bit during the last two years as moving 
house and the consequent renovations have temporarily taken over. 

Hilary’s most satisfying win was the first time she won a monthly club 
competition, and Arnold Hubbard was the first person to congratulate her. 
David was thrilled to win a medal with his first entry into the South Shields  
International, and pleased to have work accepted in the Edinburgh Salon. 

They have been lucky to have had the opportunity to travel extensively 
for ‘work’ as well as holidays.  This has offered insights into a number of    
cultures, including the rain forests, deserts and wildlife of Africa to the bustling 
metropolises of Hong Kong and Bangkok; the wilds of the Gobi Desert in 
Mongolia, the Thar Desert in NW India to the idyllic and romantic Indian 
Ocean island of Mauritius; and China in all its diversity.  

Currently they both use Nikon equipment, which means lenses can be 
shared, which is particularly useful when travelling and weight is critical.  A 
few years ago when travelling in Northern Botswana they flew to a small      
island in the Okovango Delta in a 5 seater Cessna plane.  There was very     
limited room for baggage.  Camera equipment was non-negotiable, so it meant 
that a small holdall between them was the only other bag they could take.  It is  
amazing how little it is possible to manage with.  Luckily there were only two 
other people plus two ‘guides’ on the island where camping was basic.  There 
was no dressing up!  

David and Hilary have held most positions in the Club currently being 
Programme Secretary and Competition Print Secretary respectively. 

During the last ten years they have submitted work to the PAGB and the 
RPS for distinctions and have been successful.  They have also become         
involved with the RPS Regional Organisation.  They are members of the 
United Photographic Postfolios of Great Britain, which makes contacts 
throughout the country and access to different styles and ideas. 

“Photography is a hobby that has brought us great pleasure, excitement 
and challenges.  It has most importantly introduced us to many friends who, 
sharing the same obsession, can understand the joy of that intensely personal 
and private moment when you are alone looking through the camera lens at an 
image that you know is great….. and the pleasure of sharing experiences and 
techniques.  Long may it continue.  Thank you for giving us this opportunity to 
share some of our photographic lives with you.” 

David and Hilary Shaw 
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PAGB INTER FEDERATION  
PROJECTED IMAGES EXHIBITION 

A t our NCPF Annual Competitions we select the 25 projected images, 
slides and electronic, which will represent the Federation at the PAGB 

Inter Federation Projected Images Exhibition.  The Exhibition was judged in 
October and our Federation was placed 5th overall from the 15 Federations 
which competed.  The winners were Chilterns Association of  Camera Clubs. 

Ten of our entries were Accepted, eight of them electronic and two 
slides, the successful ones being: 
Song for Two Ian Britton Gateshead CC 
Flying the Flag Alan Brown Sunderland PA 
Red Squirrel Pam Graham  Penrith & District CC 
Have a Break Alan McCormick Hexham & District PS 
Goth Girl Leo Palmer Hexham & District PS 
Haircap Moss David Smith Stokesley PS 
My Mum David A Tickner Richmond CC 
Cranes Roosting John Webster Northallerton CC 
Conistone Light Steve Byard Northallerton CC 
Dawn Glow Henrietta Byrne Northallerton CC 

Congratulations to these members and many thanks to those whose     
images represented NCPF. 

As a reminder to club Programme Secretaries, the CD of images          
accepted for the Exhibition is available on loan, free of charge, from Chris 
Morton (01609 770648).  Several clubs already take this show, but now that it 
is in the form of a CD it is available from publication in November each year. 

The full results are: 
Arthur Downes Trophy Winner 

Chilterns Association of Camera Clubs 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Results and Awards Selected     
 Digital Slides Total Average 

Mark Medals Ribbons 

Chilterns Association CC 14  14 11.571 1GM, 1 2 

Scottish PF 28  28 11.100   

Lancashire & Cheshire PU 18 11 29 11.042  1 Sl, 1Di 

Midland Counties PF 36  36 10.929 2SM 2 
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 Digital Slides Total Average 
Mark 

Medals Ribbons 

Northern Counties PF 8 2 10 10.360   

Southern PF 13  13 10.250   

Kent County PA 9  9 10.208   

North Wales PA 6  6 10.200   

Western Counties PF 14  14 10.082  1Sl 

North & East Midlands PF 6  6 9.864   

Yorkshire PU 8 1 9 9.844   

East Anglian FPS 16  16 9.741  1 

Welsh PF 6  6 9.600   

Surrey PA 6  6 9.583   

Northern Ireland PA 3  3 9.467   

 191 14 205    

 93% 7%     

PROJECTED DIGITAL IMAGES 

O ver the last few years, as the digital revolution has taken place, there has 
been the inevitable plethora of names given to images being used in the 

new media.   We have had “Electronic Images” (EI), “Digital Images” (DI), 
and “Digital Projected Images” (DPI) to name but a few.  And this along with 
other issues, such as file size have plagued us for a while and the call has      
often gone out for the PAGB to take a lead. 

Well they have taken a lead now and after some deliberation, have    
chosen the term:- 

“Projected Digital Image” (PDI) 
and have introduced it into all their competitions.  Hence the Inter-Club    
Championship at Warwick is now known as the “PAGB 2009 Projected Digital 
Image Club Championship”.  The PAGB are now asking that wherever       
possible Federations and Club’s follow their lead in order to have a standard 
term for the media. 

Dave Coates 
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P.S.A.  AWARDS 

C ongratulations to the following photographers who have gained awards in 
Photographic Society of America. 

Leo Palmer, FRPS, FPSA, EFIAP, APAGB of Hexham has been awarded an 
EPSA Excellence Award. 

The following NCPF members have been awarded a PPSA Proficiency 
Award: 
Les Ayres ARPS, EFIAP, MPAGB, APAGB, of Penrith, and West Cumbria Photo 
Group,  
Guy Davies ARPS, AFIAP and Paula Davies FRPS, CPAGB, AFIAP, PSA1* of 
Stokesley, 
Pax Garabedian DPAGB, AFIAP, of Carlisle, and West Cumbria Photo Group,  
Bas Montgomery of West Cumbria Photo Group,  
Graeme Webb, CPAGB, of West Cumbria Photo Group, 
John Williams, DPAGB, PSA3*, of Penrith, and West Cumbria Photo Group, 
Kate Wilmer CPAGB of West Cumbria Photo Group. 

Editor 

POLICE HARASSMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHERS 

O n Sunday 27 December 2009 an article and letter appeared in the Sunday 
Telegraph about the Police Forces treating photographers as terrorists, 

when taking photographs in open spaces. 

The Royal Photographic Society attempted to help a journalist with this 
item by asking professional and serious amateurs to sign a letter requesting the 
Police to re-think their attitude to photographers.  360 photographers signed 
this petition.  The names included three former NCPF Presidents, other NCPF 
members and several well known photographers who have visited our Region, 
also many professional photographers. 

Editor 
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A CHANGE TO THE NCPF ANNUAL COMPETITION RULES 

E arlier this year the NCPF Executive received a letter from the Durham 
Photographic Society outlining a proposal for a change to the management 

of the four Annual Club Competitions.  Briefly the essence of this proposal was 
that the winning entry in the Club Competitions [Corder, Bewick, Galloway 
Rose Bowl and E.I.] should be decided by the total of the six highest marked 
images in each competition and that a club should no long have to select a   
designated club entry. 

The Competitions Committee were asked to meet and consider the     
proposal and bring their deliberations to the next Executive.  This meeting  
generated a lively and constructive discussion. 

There was on record three years of results which could be examined in 
the light of this proposal.   The examination of these results showed that :- 

1. There was evidence of top marked prints not being included in the clubs 
selection. 

2. There was no evidence that the size of a club entry would influence the 
result. 

3. The extra work placed on the Competition Secretaries could be easily 
managed. 

4. A problem could arise with the top clubs scores e.g.  2x14, 3x13, 1x12  
Inevitably there would be several images scoring 12 and the one would 
be chose by the NCPF judge present on the day, to complete the set of 
six images which would be shown on Presentation Night. 

Thus the Committee decided that Durham’s proposal was a fairer way of 
deciding the winning club in each of the four Annual Club competitions and 
made this proposal to the Executive. 

After further discussion the Executive decided that the Durham proposal 
should be adopted and the rule will be included in the 2010 Annual           
Competition rules.  These should reach the clubs by early February. 

Jane H. Black 
NCPF Competitions Organiser 
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WESTERN AREA COMPETITION 

T he Annual Western Area Battle, hosted by West Cumbria Photo 
Group, took place on the 14th November 2009 at the C of E School, 

Dean.  The day was a success with over sixty attendees. 

Tom Dodd FRPS.,  was the Speaker and Judge for the day.  His     
afternoon Print Lecture,  titled “More Than Mountains” was followed    
by a buffet and battle commenced at 6.30 pm.  The evening concluded 
with presentation of  trophies by NCPF President John Smith AFIAP, 
APAGB. 

The results were: 

 Club Prints DI Total 
 1st Dumfries 110 110 220 
 2nd Keswick 106 109 215 
 3rd Workington 107 99 206 
 4th Carlisle 103 102 205 
 4th Copeland 102 103 205 
 6th Morton 108 96 204 
 6th Penrith 102 102 204 
 6th West Cumbria 108 96 204 

 
The BNFL Trophy went to Dumfries CC and The Geoffrey     

Hodgson Trophy for the best Digital Image was won by Alan Thomson  
of Carlisle CC for  his “Rannoch Moor”. 

Pax Garabedian 
Western Area Representative 
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WEAR AREA BATTLE – RESULTS 

T he Wear Area Battle was held at Washington Camera Club on Friday 
23rd October. 

The results are as follows: 
 6th Chester-le-Street 142 points 
 5th Esh Winning 145 points 
 4th Durham 154 points 
 3rd Consett 158 points 
 2nd Washington 159 points 
 1st Sunderland 162 points 

Alan Brown of Sunderland achieved the maximum score of 30 
points for his print entitled “With the Wind” and he was awarded the 
Medal for being the Best Print of the Night. 

Our Judge, Alan Porrett complimented us all on the high standard of 
work produced and expressed his thanks for all those who submitted 
Prints for the Competition 

We had a total attendance of 62 people which was about the ideal    
number to make the evening enjoyable. 

We had, yet again, another splendid Buffet provided by the      
Washington Members and many thanks to those Members who provided 
the “goodies”. 

Many thanks to the Washington members who helped clear up at 
the end of the night and also to John Sykes and Tony Wake for their hard 
work in the kitchen. 

Ken Henderson 
Washington Camera Club 
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SOUTH TYNE PROJECTED IMAGE COMPETITION 2009 

T his year’s event was hosted by Ryton C.C. on 24 November and for 
the first time was all digital projection.  A large attendance was on 

hand to hear the Judge Dave Phillips deliver a detailed analysis of all the 
entries.  All seven clubs entered six images. 

The result was: 
 Hexham 161  
 Gateshead 154  
 Winlaton 153  
 Ryton 151 
 Whickham 149 
 South Shields 148 
 Wylam 142 

The Eric Hopper Memorial Trophy for the Best Image was won by Alan 
Fowler of Gateshead who achieved the only 30 of the night for “Walk On By”. 

The 2010 event breaks new ground when it is hosted by Wylam C.C. for 
the first time on Wednesday 24 November. 

Trevor Walters APAGB 
Area Representative. 

NORTH TYNE PRINT COMPETITION 

T he North Tyne Print Competition was held at Cramlington Camera 
Club on 26 November 2009.  The Judge was John Smith AFIAP, 

APAGB,  President of Northern Counties Photographic Federation. 

The result of the competition was: 

 1st Tynemouth 198 marks  
 2nd Whitley Bay 195 marks  
 3rd Cramlington 191 marks  
 4th Gosforth 184 marks 
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NORTHERN AREA PRINT COMPETITION 

T he Northern Area Print Interclub Competition was held at the Amble 
Camera Club on Friday evening 30 October.  The competition calls 

for four colour and four monochrome prints from each club.  Every club 
in the Northern Area competed and,  after a close battle,  Alnwick and 
District Camera Club beat Morpeth Camera Club by 3 marks with       
Amble Photo Group in third place.  The Judge was David Hall ARPS, 
EFIAP, DPAGB, BPE3*. 

Vince Rooker ARPS, DPAGB, EFIAP, APAGB 
Northern Area Representative 

NORTHERN AREA PDI COMPETITION 

S unday 15 November saw the Northern Area Digitally Projected 
Knock Out Competition at Wooler.  Once again, all seven clubs   

competed.  Judges were Alan Porrett ARPS, DPAGB, AFIAP, APAGB,   
Anne Swearman ARPS, EFIAP, DPAGB, APAGB, and Bill Stephens. 

Cambois Camera Club were the winners of the trophy with       
Morpeth Camera Club in second place. 

Ashington Co-op Camera Club won the Plate Competition. 

Vince Rooker ARPS, DPAGB, EFIAP, APAGB 
Northern Area Representative 

 5th Wallsend 179 marks 

 6th Ponteland 178 marks 

The top individual print was “Sunflowers” by Anne Swearman 
ARPS, EFIAP, DPAGB, APAGB, of Whitley Bay P.S. 

Editor 
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JUDGING, JUDGES AND THE JUDGED 

T here is one thing that can be expected in photographic competitions; the 
oft heard grumble that “the judge got it wrong”, or words to that effect.  It 

is inevitable that in a room of 30 members, up to 29 might well feel this way. 
That is fair enough and we have to live with that.  The problem arises, when 
even the winners think that “the judge got it wrong”, or during the judge’s 
comments, we hear the quietly spoken comment from somewhere in the room 
“I’m losing the will to live.” 

It is at this point that perhaps we need to look inwards a little and      
consider the remote possibility that we, the judges, may have contributed to 
those feelings.  Consider for a moment how it is that certain people, maybe 
even you, have become judges and have been given the privilege, because it is 
a privilege, to pass comment on the work of fellow photographers. 

The fact is that they (and that includes you and I) were not spirited down 
from on high, with instant skills at assessing how good a picture is.  No doubt 
you have met with success in competitions and might even have been to a one 
day seminar on the subject.  You might also have the benefit of experience, 
having been a judge for some time.  You may have listened to other judges and 
picked up ideas from them.  But does that mean you know what you are doing 
and have become an expert? 

Did you have to say:- 
“I have to find some fault to justify not making this the winner.” 
“This picture is not suitable for an ‘open’ competition.” 
“This image does nothing for me.” 
“I can’t understand why this was entered in this competition.” 
“I do not like borders at all, they are an unnecessary distraction.” 
“I don’t like birds on a stick.” 
“I know this place; there is a better picture if you go round the corner.” 

I could go on and on, with quotes from judges that have genuinely upset 
club members.  Maybe there are relevant issues in the comments, but should 
they be made, or made in the way they were?  What right do you have to apply 
your own prejudices through your comments? 

We have had a few judges going to extreme lengths to make their point. 
One thought a sky had been added, so he explained to members that, knowing 
when the picture was taken, he had explored historical weather records to     
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establish the point.  Others go hunting dictionary definitions to make their 
point.  Ever thought of enjoying the image before you? 

There’s also the judge who looks at a picture and proceeds to describe its 
contents – “Here we have a nice picture of a boat on the lake with a range of 
snow capped mountains behind” - might be an example.  For heavens sake the 
whole audience can see that! 

Currently, one thing that is really getting up the noses of club members 
is the practice of some judges, who tell the audience how they have               
experimented with a competitor’s picture in Photoshop to see if it can be      
improved.  You, the judge are not there to impress the audience with how 
clever you are.  You may think you are trying to help and advise; but invariably 
your actions in this respect are deeply resented.  Can’t you just suggest from 
your experience how an image might be improved, as you always did in the 
past? 

Nothing of what I have said should be taken as me setting myself up as 
an expert.  I have made many mistakes in the past; and will no doubt do so in 
the future.  I do have one slight advantage, a vigilant lady called Sheila, who 
sits quietly in the audience; afterwards whispering in my ear some pearls of 
wisdom or what these days is often called “feedback”. 

Here are a few points that might be worth thinking about.  Firstly, in that 
audience in front of you there are likely to be one or more members who are as 
or more capable photographers than yourself.  There might even be another 
listed judge in the room. 

Secondly it should be taken as a “given” that the author of every entry 
into the competition must have liked the image for some reason.  In other 
words he feels there is some merit in it.  Should it not be part of our role to try 
and explore that aspect? 

Thirdly, is it just possible that you have enclosed yourself in your own 
self imposed bubble?  When did you last take time out to look at your judging 
objectively?  When did you last go to a Judges’ Seminar and obtain some    
useful input into your thinking and presentational skills? 

The Seminars that we run are intended to be of assistance to existing 
judges and not just a recruiting exercise for new judges.  At the next one, on 
Sunday 9th May 2010, Leo Palmer will discuss aspects of judging monochrome 
in the digital era, something that nearly all of us can do with learning more 
about.  Why not join us? 

Dave Coates 
(for and on behalf of the Judges Sub-Committee) 
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DAVID RICHARDSON’S ARTICLE 
“ADJUSTING TO THE DIGITAL ERA” 

A lthough I am not on the judging circuit I am a Competition Secretary  
handling Projected Digital Image competition entries on a regular 

basis and have done for quite a few years, and I must say I echo David’s 
comments in his letter in Northern Focus Autumn 2009 100%. 

If we start down the road projecting our prints via a video camera 
onto a screen, so the audience can have a better view of the work on     
display we may as well just abandon prints and just have projected digital 
images, it is far better to look at the prints displayed on stands at the end 
of the competition, I have seen prints projected onto a screen and apart 
from colour variations and possible distortion of work due to improper 
set-up of camcorder, projector screen etc. you will have people looking in 
various directions so they have the best possible view of the picture. 

I get a bit tired and embarrassed myself when we ask judges to 
come to our clubs to give their comments on our work and they cannot be 
heard because of members making their own comments to each other, yes 
it is discourteous and distracting for the judges as well as other members. 

Derek Lunn 

PHOTOGRAPHER’S 
A THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY 

A lan Porrett’s letter regarding photographers being stopped from   
taking photographs of various places and people, I along with a    

fellow member were arrested in the Tyne Pedestrian tunnel for taking 
photographs of the escalator and only released when we told them we 
were Amateurs doing a   project for the local Museum. 
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To photographers who have gained distinctions recently:- 

D.P.A.G.B. - Alastair Cochrane, Alnwick  
C.P.A.G.B. - Richard Narcross, Whitley Bay 
  

Congratulations to these photographers and to any others that I have 
not yet heard about. 

If you have recently gained a distinction or know of a friend who 
has achieved an award, please let me know so that I can include it in a   
future edition of the magazine. 

      Editor 

That was some time ago, but more recently on a walk-about with    
members from our Society we were approached by an off duty police    
officer and ordered to stop photographing some canoeists and not only 
that those who had taken photographs remove film from the cameras or 
delete cards if they were using digital. 

But to cap it all photographers can be arrested for carrying a tripod 
as it could be classed as a Terrorist Weapon. 

What has happened to this sad world?   
Derek Lunn 
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APAGB - THE AWARD FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE 

I s there a member of your club who may have earned this distinction? 
 

Here are the criteria. 
1. The nominee should have served continuously in key positions for 10 to 25 
years or more as 

a. A lecturer or judge or both 
b. As a key member of the Federation Executive 
c. As the principal organiser of a key event at Federation, National or         

International level 
d. Length of time is not sufficient, quality and value of service are the key 

factors and such service must have been important and beneficial to the 
members of the Federation. 

e. For periods of less than 15 years the service must be exceptional. 
f. Service to one club can be awarded in exceptional circumstances if the 

nominee has played a key role in the affairs of the club for 25 to 50 years. 

The nomination must be strictly confidential.  The nominee must not 
know 

The Citation must be very detailed and accompanied by a separate      
Record of Service. 

There must be two referees who know the nominee personally and can 
confirm the content of the Citation and the Record of Service. 

The application goes to the member of the PAGB Executive who chairs 
this committee.  As the PAGB Executive meets three times a year the suitable 
dates for the receipt of nominations are by 23 December,  2 March  and             
1 September. 

If there is a member of your club who deserves this award, please do 
consider making an application.  Think of the joy both you and the recipient 
will experience. 

If you would like help or advise to organise an application please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

I cannot do the necessary research for you but I have advised many       
in the past which have been successful and will always be pleased to help     
towards another award for an NCPF club 

Jane H. Black ARPS Hon PAGB 
PAGB Past President 
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A PLEA FOR ATMOSPHERE IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

I n these days when Photography has become an almost universal 
hobby, it seems a great pity that its pursuit as an Art should be       

comparatively limited. 

In this connection it is the writer's conviction that far too little     
importance is attached by the bulk of strivers after the artistic to the    
subject of atmosphere in photographic work.  We have many past masters 
in the art of composition who frequently lay before us its laws and      
conventions,  and it is quite right that they should do so.  But composition 
is not everything,  and a photograph may strictly adhere to all its rules, 
and yet be so unsympathetic as to quite lose its claims to the pictorial. 

Perhaps it would be as well to say that by "atmosphere" the      
writer does not mean mere snapshots of cloud forms, sunsets, and other 
atmospheric phenomena, interesting and beautiful as these may be in 
themselves,  but rather refers to that play of light and shade which, by   
defining the different planes in a landscape, lends a sense of distance to 
the faithful presentment of the scene. 

To name the reason of this lack of atmosphere is hardly within the 
intention of the present article, but it may perhaps be suggested that it is 
mainly a matter of exposure.  In these days of the multiplication of        
exposure meters and calculators,  exposure is becoming more and more 
mechanical,  but these devices,  invaluable when used with judgment,  are 
almost worse than useless when used without it. 

We are now getting nearer every year to the time of direct colour 
photography,  and when that time comes the subject under consideration 
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will achieve a new importance,  for a crude representation in colour of a 
scene is far more unpleasant and unnatural than an equally crude          
representation in monochrome. 

It may be objected by some readers of this plea that all this is   
really very elementary,  but probably those readers do not form part of  
the "bulk of strivers after the artistic,"  and it is not addressed to them,  
but rather to those workers who turn out exhibition work with something 
lacking,  that something frequently being aerial perspective. 

C. T. Cothay 
 

This article is reproduced from “The Federation of the Photographic     
Societies of Northumberland and Durham, Year Book 1903/1904”. 
 



 N.C.P.F. Hon.Secretary 
 Mr Ian Woodley 
 1 Bavington Road,  Seaton Delaval,  Whitley Bay,  NE25 0JJ 

 0191-2377581  email  ian.woodley@talktalk.net  

Sept 
9 R.P.S.;  “World Wide Wanderings” by Willy Suys MFIAP from    

Luxembourg at  St. Oswald’s C.C.,  Glanwin Road,  Grindon,      
Sunderland at 7.30pm. 

13 R.P.S.;  “World Wide Wanderings” by Willy Suys MFIAP from at 
Methodist Church Hall, Brompton, Northallerton at 7.30pm. 

14 R.P.S.;  “World Wide Wanderings” by Willy Suys MFIAP from    
Luxembourg at Cross House C.C., Ryton Village at 7.30pm. 

15 R.P.S.;  “World Wide Wanderings” by Willy Suys MFIAP from at  
Edinburgh PS,  68 Great King Street,  Edinburgh at 7.30pm. 

16 R.P.S.;  “World Wide Wanderings” by Willy Suys MFIAP from    
Luxembourg at Paisley P.C.,  34 Findhorn, Erskine at 7.30pm. 

26 R.P.S.;  Licentiateship Panel, Backworth Hall, Backworth  10am to 
4pm..  Booking essential. 

Oct 
11 R.P.S.;  “Whether to Photograph and What” by Dr Ann Miles FRPS at 

Northallerton. 
12 R.P.S.;  “A Passion for Nature” by Dr Ann Miles FRPS at Hexham 

7.45pm. 
13 R.P.S.;  “A Passion for Nature” by Dr Ann Miles FRPS at Alnwick. 
14 R.P.S.;  “A Passion for Nature” by Dr Ann Miles FRPS at Gateshead. 
15 R.P.S.;  “Whether to Photograph and What” by Dr Ann Miles FRPS at 

Washington 7.45pm. 
Nov 
2 R.P.S.;  Judy Boyle FRPS,FIPF at Hexham 7.45pm. 
3 R.P.S.;  Judy Boyle FRPS,FIPF at Alnwick 7.30pm. 
4 R.P.S.;  Judy Boyle FRPS,FIPF at Keswick 7.30pm. 
5-7 R.P.S.;  Lake District Weekend at the Glenridding Hotel, Ullswater.  

Lecturers:-  Judy Boyle FRPS,FIPF, Alan Hayward FRPS, Les Ayres 
ARPS, Peter Freeman. 

(Continued from Inside Front Cover) 
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